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GARD presentation – Hanney

Brief re-cap –
where we have been
• Thames Water started seeking approval for a large
reservoir on the Steventon - East Hanney site in the
1990s – GARD was formed to oppose this .
• In 2010, a proposal for a 100 Million cu.metre (4
square mile area) reservoir was rejected at a Public
Inquiry (2011), following opposition from GARD, CPRE,
local councils and the Environment Agency.
• The Inspector found that Thames Water’s plans were:
not fit-for-purpose; not compliant with the Regulator’s
requirements. And they had not investigated viable
alternatives to the reservoir; and had failed to make
essential environmental assessments.

Brief re-cap –
where we are now
• Now, as part of TW’s 2019-24 Water Resources
Management Plan (WRMP19) they once again have
a huge reservoir on their list of options.
• The reservoir could be even bigger than last time
(up to 150 Million cu.metres of water).
• The reservoir is now on a shortlist. Over the next 9
months Thames Water will develop these options
and will pick a few options to put forward to the
Government in December 2018 – the Government
will then consult.

Brief re-cap –
why are we here again?
• Water companies must, by law, publish and get
government approval for regular Five-year plans.
• A part of this process is Thames Water’s 2019-24
Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP19)
• The main issue which drives the need to look again
is London’s population growth and climate change
require more water resources but
• Solutions involving new huge capital assets, like a
huge reservoir, give bigger tax and profit
advantages to a company like Thames.

Water Resource Problems in London and
the South-East.

Thames Water’s predictions show
future South-east water shortage.
• New guidelines for Water Resource plans recommend
planning for a longer term horizon (60-80 years).
• Over this timespan (ie. up to 2080-2100):
•

•
•
•

Thames Water predict region is forecast to have a water
deficit at the end of this period of about 850 Million litres
per day.
Roughly 75% of this shortfall comes from population
growth, and 25% from climate change
This is an increase of about 1/3 over the current supply.
The current supply is about 2600 Million litres per day.
These are predictions – about 90% of the problem (deficit)
comes from the increased demands for London.

Planning for droughts
• In addition to ‘normal’ climate change predictions
(drier summers, wetter winters, lower overall rainfall)
the Government is asking for planning for more severe
droughts
• Thus future water-supplies (and water consumption)
must provide more assurance that we could withstand
(say) a three-year drought.
There are lots of arguments about how that can best
be done – but Thames claim that one solution would
be a huge storage reservoir.

Solving the Water Shortage Problems –
Thames Proposals
- Clearly we will have to both economise
on use of water, and stop wasting it
and
provide for ‘new’ water resources.

Thames Water’s proposals
to limit water demand
• It is VERY important to save water, ie. have an
aggressive Demand Management programme.
• Shockingly, Thames Water have still not announced
their targets or their set of proposals for saving
water. This is completely unacceptable
• Thames Water have:
•
•

The second worst leakage performance of all water
companies (nearly 1/4 of their water goes in leakage).
The second-lowest percentage of households with a
metered water supply (only 1/3 of their households are
metered compared to 90% for Southern Water)

Thames Water’s new water source
options shortlist – May 2017
• Thames Water have a ‘balanced’ shortlist of ‘new
water resources’ The sources are:
•
•
•
•
•

2 water recycling/re-use plants in London
2 more Desalination plants in the Thames Estuary
Increased water abstracted from the Thames below
Teddington.
Transfer of raw water from the Severn to the Thames
The Steventon - Hanney reservoir – at a large scale.

• GARD is one of the consultees in TW’s process - in
our view, they always underplay cost and difficulties,
and overplay the advantages of the reservoir.

The reservoir is not needed
there is enough water from other sources
Total of all shortlist
options
up to 1700 Ml/day
Indirect re-use
options
up to 360 Ml/day
Raw water transfer from
R Severn up to 300 Ml/day
Desalination –
up to 450 Ml/day
Reservoir – one of these!
150 – 290 Ml/day
Depends on size
Direct Thames abstraction
300 Ml/day

Current reservoir proposals
l

'Abingdon' (Steventon – E Hanney) the only site left.

l

Size up to 150 M cu.m (50% larger than 2009 rejected option)

l

Possibility of 'phasing' – much longer timescale for
construction! (single phase would take 7+ years to construct)

l

Cost still secret, but well in excess of £1 billion.

l

All proposals 'bunded', ie. 80 - 100 ft high walls.

Current reservoir proposals:
150 Million Cubic metre size

New Housing

Redirected
Hanney Road

East Hanney

New Housing

Steventon

Drawbacks and dangers of the Huge
Reservoir proposal
This reservoir will be the second-largest
reservoir in the UK, after Kielder in
Northumberland – but Kielder is a
conventional flooded-valley reservoir –
this reservoir will be ‘walled’ or ‘bunded’.

Comparison of very large UK reservoirs
Rutland (125 M cu m); Kielder (190 M cu m)and Abingdon (150 M cu m)
Traditional – flooded and
dammed river valley - reservoirs

‘Bunded’ or ‘walled’ reservoirs

Rutland Water
(Anglian Water)
is a shallow
flooded valley
reservoir

Kielder
(Northumbria)
is a deep
flooded valley
reservoir
‘Abingdon’ (TW) would be a bunded
reservoir

Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
• Massive disruption to local environment/ traffic/
amenity during construction.
•

7 year construction period – noise, dust, pollution
associated with a 4 square mile area excavation, concrete
laying – tunnel required under N Drayton – traffic
dislocation - A34 closure for tunnel – redirection of
Hanney Road.

• The reservoir will be built on flood-plain areas –
increased risk of flooding in Hanney and Steventon
unless very careful geo-engineering is done.
•

Thames Water admitted at Steventon meeting (May) that
they do not yet have a solution

Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
• Reservoir will take 2-3 years to fill (pumped in from
the Thames) – could not be refilled in times of lowThames flow, so unnecessarily sensitive to droughts.
•

GARD believe the reservoir is not robust against longdroughts (so does not satisfy the new guidelines) - we are
disputing Thames Water’s view of this.

• This is a WALLED (‘bunded’) reservoir towering 25
metres (80 feet) above the fields. It will be:
•
•

The largest bunded reservoir in the UK – 6 times the
area of the Queen Mother reservoir near Heathrow.
A construction project way outside Thames Water’s
experience – risks and delays along the way.

Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
• To try and make their proposed reservoir appear
more robust against droughts, Thames Water
assume that Steventon-Hanney can drop as low as
6% of its total storage before extraction of water
has to stop - this compares to 24% as the cut-off
level for Thames’ other (London) reservoirs.
à this is a blatant attempt to boost the yield from
the reservoir at the risk of using too many of the
stagnant dregs – water quality would suffer.
• In any case, there are risks that there will be ‘Algal
blooms’ in such a reservoir, and this will take it out
of service whilst the water quality is restored.

Reservoir drawbacks and dangers
• The cost is expected to be well over £1Billion.
• This has to be recovered from consumers – via
higher bills. AND
• Interest payments on the borrowed money can be
set off against Thames Water’s corporation tax – a
double-whammy for the taxpayer/consumer.
• Note also that Thames Water’s plans also include
the possibility of a two-phase project. This is to try
and head off the issues raised above and the ‘white
elephant’ tag – but implies 10+ years of
construction in two phases.

GARD’s view of the solutions
GARD question the accuracy of the water
shortage figures … but even so
GARD believe that the figures show that with
water efficiency, and a range of sustainable,
climate-proof options,
a reservoir is not needed.

GARD’s view first reduce the leaks and usage
• Thames Water’s leakage performance is unacceptable:
•

•

If the TW leakage per property was down to that of the
industry leaders (eg. Anglian Water) - they could save about
300 Million litres per day – more than the reservoir supplies.
Even if they matched the leakage per property of the other
large ‘old urban’ supplier (United Utilities) then they could
save about 120 Million litres per day.

• Metering water supplies reduces water usage – TW’s
own metered customers use an average of 15% less
water. Yet TW have only just over 1/3 of households on
meters – compared to 90% of Southern Water’s houses

GARD’s view go for smaller, more sustainable sources
• Indirect recycling and re-use of waste-water and
De-salination - both proof against climate change
and drought - should be implemented before a
reservoir is even considered.
• Water transfer from the Severn (fed by rain-filled
Welsh reservoirs) to the Thames is also more likely
to survive droughts and climate change and should
be implemented ahead of the reservoir.
• With the River Thames increased abstraction these
would solve the predicted problem out to beyond
2060 with no need for a reservoir.

GARD’s view Solutions for Oxfordshire’s problems.
• The shortage prediction for Swindon and
Oxfordshire (SWOX) is much smaller than London
(about 40 Million litres per day by 2045, and about
55 Million in 2080).
• GARD believe that this can be solved without a
reservoir by:
•

•

A scheme for Indirect re-use/recycling of purified water
supplied back to the Thames above Farmoor (allowing
Farmoor to supply more local water for longer)
A modest transfer of water from the Severn to the Upper
Thames (this is on Thames Water’s list also!!)

Your questions
Water shortage figures are questionable
Drought frequency figures are questionable
Oxfordshire predicted water shortage is much smaller and...
Bird watching opportunities??

Next Steps
Thames Water must submit their final plan for
approval at the end of 2018.
What can be done to head-off their plans?

Next steps – for GARD
• GARD will continue to criticise Thames Water’s plans
(alerting others) at Thames Water’s regular Stakeholder
meetings, and GARD will
• meet the Environment Agency on 26th June about
our water re-use proposals for the SWOX water zone.
• meet the EA – date to be decided – to press them to
be more robust in criticising TW’s plans.
• meet OFWAT (water industry regulator) on 31st July
to discuss concerns that TW refuse to release details
of costs of different solutions attempting to make
the reservoir look less expensive.

Over the next few months
• GARD intends to:
•

•

•

Succeed in convincing Stakeholders of our view that the
reservoir is not resilient against climate change and drought
– unlike re-use and desalination options
Obtain details of Thames Water’s costings, to expose their
biassed economic case for the reservoir – OFWAT are
sympathetic to our request to see the costs.
Convince the Environment Agency of our solution for
Swindon and Oxfordshire, and get their support for our
concerns about the water quality and climate change issues
surrounding the reservoir.

Over the next few months
Councils and the public
•

GARD would like to recruit new members, or co-ordinate
with active citizens who are prepared to write letters/
lobby councils & MPs/ leaflet etc – will you join?

•

All local Parish Councils and the Vale of the White Horse
DC are opposed to the reservoir proposals.
Is there now a case for increased co-operation and
lobbying from councils – should the ‘reservoir affected
parishes’ grouping from 2007-8 be reconvened? GARD
could help.

•

Discussions on this topic between PCs and VoWHDC
would be timely – VoWHDC have recently given media
comment opposing the reservoir.

Technical Back-up/
Frequently Asked Questions

Water shortage figures
are questionable

Eg. London zone
-but what about reducing leaks? - 120-300 Million litres per day possible

2500 --Volume
(Million litres
per day)

Gap if no
new
supplies
brought in

833 M l/day
418 M l/day
Available water
supply(predicted)

2000 --II
2040
2040

I
2080

I
2100

- And what’s this? Mysterious rise in immigration (according to TW)
- And no explanation is given for the decline in the available water supply

back

Drought frequency figures
are questionable
Eg. Droughts are not more frequent

1976

back

Oxfordshire predicted water shortage
is much smaller and soluble without a reservoir
Eg. Swindon – Oxfordshire (SWOX) zone
- Again no explanation is given for the decline in the available water supply
400 ---

380 --Volume
(Million litres
per day)

39 M l/day

340 ---

Gap with
no new
supplies
brought in

52 M l/day

Available water
supply(predicted)

320 --I
2040

I
2080

Note SWOX shortage is always less than 10% of the London shortage

I
2100

Proposed Oxfordshire indirect recycling supply
using existing Treatment works and Farmoor
back
Use:
Oxford STW treated
water (48 M l/day)
currently put into
Thames
plus
Abingdon STW treated
water (11 M l/day) also
currently put into
Thames
And
Extract at Culham and
send by pipeline to
upstream of Farmoor
à Enhances Farmoor’s
deployable output by
40+ M l/day

Bird watching opportunities??
The position of the RSPB in 2011 was ….
The RSPB does not currently support the development of this
(Abingdon) reservoir.
We believe alternative ways of meeting public water supply
need must be fully explored first, including adopting the
highest standards for sustainable water use in all new housing
in the area intended to be served by this reservoir.
We also believe Thames Water need to do more to tackle
leakage, and explore ways of reducing demand for water
through, for example, implementing ‘smart’ metering for
homes to allow variable tariffs that can encourage efficient
use … there has been no published change in this position.
back

